
Interim Guidance for the use of Monoclonal Antibodies for

 Treatment of COVID-19

According to fellow parishioner, Christopher Lakin, MD, a new treatment for COVID-19 has 
come about for those who have been diagnosed with COVID -19. This treatment should 
absolutely be taken by anyone age 65 or older who has mild to moderate case of COVID-19 
(i.e., not in the hospital and not requiring supplemental oxygen). It should be done ASAP after 
testing positive, even in persons with No symptoms. To be effective, it must be done within 10 
days after symptoms start. It significantly reduces by 70%, the chance of being hospitalized and 
having severe disease. It takes one hour to get the infusion, which has a very low risk of 
significant side effects. The Infectious Disease physician at Atrium in Charlotte in charge of this 
treatment effort is Dr. Christopher Polk (704)331-9669. Medicare can be billed, but otherwise is 
free. 

Criteria for taking this treatment:

x 65 years of age or older
x 55 years of age or older with:
x  Heart disease
x OR high blood pressure
x OR COPD/ chronic respiratory disease, including asthma
x At any age with:
x Obesity (a body mass index of 35 or higher) 
x OR Diabetes Types I or II
x OR have a weakened immune system.
x OR are currently taking medicine that weakens your immune system, i.e. Chemotherapy, 

Steroids, etc.
x Your child is eligible to be treated with monoclonal antibody if he or she are:
x Are 12-17 yrs. of age AND 
x have a Body Mass Index greater than or equal to 85th percentile for their age and gender 

based on CDC growth charts, 
x OR sickle cell disease, 
x OR congenital or acquired heart disease, 
x OR neurodevelopmental disorders, such as cerebral palsy,
x OR a medical- related technological dependence sur as a tracheostomy, gastrostomy, or 

positive pressure ventilation ( not related to COVID-19), 
x OR Asthma, reactive airway or other chronic respiratory disease that requires daily 

medication for control. 
For more detailed information enter on Google: files.nc.gov. healthcare interim guidance for 
use of Monoclonal antibodies


